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Market Headline: Bearish sentiment creeping into CPO despite strong 

exports   

 

 

             A Morning Market Commentary 

Summary 

• Bearish sentiment in Commodities and Financial markets to affect Palm Oil prices despite its strong 
fundamentals. 

• Malaysia’s sees strong CPO export in November buoyed by shipments to India and the E.U - POA 

 

BMD crude palm oil futures regained ground on Wednesday after plunging to their lowest level in eight weeks 

on Tuesday despite robust November exports. The narrowing discount to soybean oil and concern about the 

Omicron coronavirus variant is affecting sentiment in commodities and financial markets. The bearish sentiment 

has also spooked palm oil traders despite forecast of weak palm production and stiff Indonesian export prices.  

The benchmark palm oil contract for February delivery on the Bursa Malaysia Derivatives Exchange closed up 12 

Ringgit, or 0.25%, to 4,684 Ringgit a tonne. 

The softer outlook for palm oil futures was also shared by the physical trade. Mohsin Mohammad, director at 

Selangor-based cooking oil exporter Sarafiah Natural Resources said, fundamentals are moving in bullish 

direction, but the market is reacting to uncertainties arising from the Omicron variant that has led movement of 

funds out of equities and commodities market. Industry officials also told Reuters that Indian refiners have been 

reducing palm oil purchases and raising soybean oil and sunflower oil imports after a steep rally in the tropical 

oil reduced its discount to rivals. 

Volatility in other asset classes is expected to affect palm as well. Crude Oil prices recovered from 3-month lows 

on Wednesday in anticipation of supportive action from OPEC+ before closing lower for a fifth time in six days 

after the United States announced its first Omicron case of Covid. 

Tight fundamentals would otherwise support palm prices despite shift to bearish sentiment. The Southern 

Peninsula Palm Oil Millers' Association (SPPOMA) estimated November production fell 6.8% from the month 

before.  
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Malaysia CPO export is poised to reach highest volume in 11 months nearing a staggering 630,000 tons in 

November or up 70% from the October mainly on strong shipment to the E.U and India as more buyers shun 

Indonesia CPO origin due to hefty levy and taxes. Overall Malaysian palm products exports rose 13.50% to 1.668 

million tons in November from the previous month propelled by a strong rise to India rising by 43.28% to 

454,845 tons and to the E.U by 11.94% to 394,478—ITS data showed according to a commentary from 

PalmoilAnalytics.  

Shipments to India recorded the highest volume this year rising to 454,845 tons with CPO accounting for the 

bulk of the exports surpassing 400,000 tons. However, CPO exports to India may wane in December if the palm 

spread to soft oils continue to shrink. Palm discount to bean oil been lingering largely below US$100 for more 

than a month since 22nd of October, said the note. 

  
Market View  

Despite day-to-day fluctuations in the palm oil market, crude palm oil prices are however expected to have their 

best annual showing in a decade as world economies emerge from the ravages of the coronavirus. Although 

Palm oil are at multi-year highs, reflecting lower than expected production and stocks year-on year. World 

production of palm oil and soybean oil have also fallen short of expectations. The seasonally wet weather ahead 

may bring-in some surprises in production. Do expect high volatility as bears try to gain the upper hand from 

establish bulls amid a background where a shortage of edible oils remains. World usage of palm and other 

vegetable oils for energy is still staying at a very high level. This would require rationing the edible oil food 

sector. This would keep good prices relatively elevated unless biodiesel mandates are severely reduced. Yet 3rd 

month palm prices appeared to have peaked above 5000 Ringgit for now with some analysts forecasting an 

increase in production in edible oils next year.  
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